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ABOUT SONG FLIGHT

On February 24, 2022, Vladimir Putin ordered the invasion of Ukraine. Since then, more
than 1.8 million children have become refugees and are now living in other countries.
There they struggle to come to terms with the trauma they experienced while adjusting
to new languages, cultures, and schools. The 2.5 million children still living in Ukraine
have been displaced and are living without basic necessities and the constant threat of
violence.

If you’re like me, you ask yourself every day, “What can I do to help?” To answer that
question we must ask another, more troubling one – why do people like Putin exist?

I believe the answer lies in one of our oldest and most fossilized institutions - education.
What and how we teach our children has a huge impact on the kind of adults they
become. In the current industrialized education model, children are treated like cars on
an assembly line. Everyone must learn the same things, in the same way, on the same
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time schedule. At the end of this process, standardized tests and grades are used to
measure, rank, and compare children to one another. From this, children learn that
some are better and more deserving than others.

But this approach to education ignores a fundamental truth uncovered by neuroscience.
The human brain forms memories by hardwiring facts and feelings together. The two
are inseparable. You don’t get facts without feelings, but most educational institutions
ignore or barely acknowledge the existence of emotions, labeling them “soft skills.”

Song Flight is a global initiative that brings children from around the world together to
learn those “soft skills” from and with one another. The four main goals of Song Flight
are:

● Help displaced Ukrainian children feel seen and heard
● Bring children from around the world together to learn from and with each other
● Use stories, songs, and creative collaboration to develop emotional intelligence

(EQ) and literacy skills
● Help all kids in the Song Flight program become kind, competent adults who

don’t start wars

Song Flight Nuts and Bolts
Click here (https://vimeo.com/786670681) or on the image below to watch a short video
that provides an overview of how the Song Flight program works.
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https://vimeo.com/786670681
Song Flight Phases
Song Flight will be divided into three phases. Click the image below to learn more about
what each phase entails and the funding that is needed to bring them to as many
children as possible.

Phase I - Hatchlings

We think of Phase I as our pilot. Starting with just one class, in just one language, we
will test the stories, songs, and creative activities we've developed for each module in
Song Flight. The goal is to come away with a minimum viable product that can then be
expanded to include additional groups of children in other languages

Phase II - Fledglings

Phase II of the Song Flight launch we will expand the number of groups/classes taking
part and add one additional language (Ukrainian). Coordination and communication will
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be key here as we work to help bridge language and cultural differences to help kids
collaborate and explore together.

Phase III - Take Off

Phase III will see the program expand to include multiple groups from multiple countries
in three or more languages. A lot will depend on how much support we receive since
translation and interpretation will be major hurdles. At this point, we hope to have an
established group of volunteers and mentors to help us navigate the platforms we are
using.

Funding
Information about the various ways to support Song Flight both financially and through
volunteering or mentorships can be found at the links below:

1. Financial Support: https://www.song-flight.com/services-4
2. Volunteer: https://www.song-flight.com/general-6-5
3. Mentoring: https://www.song-flight.com/about-1
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Jena Ball
Song Flight Founder and Creative Director

Contact: JenaBall@CritterKin.com
Phone: (919) 454 - 9917

Website: https://Song-Flight.com

Jena bills herself as a story addict.
When pressed to say something more about her career, she admits to working as a
freelance journalist focused on environmental protection and as an instructional
designer for organizations such as The National Library of Medicine, US Bank, the US
Army,  Smith&Nephew, and Johns Hopkins for more than 25 years. Then in 2008, she
became interested in social-emotional learning and co-founded CritterKin, a children’s
media property that uses the stories and project-based learning to teach kindness and
core literacy skills.

The road to Song Flight began in 2009 while she was doing an author reading with  a
group of third graders in rural Iowa. The kids told her that imperfect people are “dirty,
bad, stupid, ugly, messed up losers.” To say she was stunned would be an
understatement. Even more disturbing was the discovery that this belief was shared by
children around the world. In elementary classrooms in more than 16 countries, she
heard the same thing again and again. “Imperfect people are losers.” How was it, she
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asked herself, that the kids knew intellectually that no one is perfect but they felt just the
opposite?

Jena’s quest to answer that question took her not only into classrooms but to
neuroscientists who study how the brain processes emotions and information. She
learned that children who feel safe, seen, and supported learn better than those who
are anxious, fearful, or insecure. That’s because when the brain experiences negativity
the emotional center (the amygdala) initiates the flight-fight-freeze response. At the
same time, the prefrontal cortex, the part of the brain responsible for learning, shuts
down making it almost impossible for children to learn. In addition, the brain hardwires
facts and feelings together to create memories. In other words, you don’t get facts
without feelings.

Which brings us back to the diaspora Putin has initiated in Ukraine. Jena wondered
what the 1.8 million Ukrainian children who have been displaced by the Russian
invasion were experiencing. She knew it could only be negative and decided she
wanted to do what she could do to help. Song Flight is the result.

Oksana Levytska
Chair, International Education Coordinating Council, Ukrainian World Congress

Contact: osvita@ukrainianworldcongress.org

Oksana is the Chair of the UWC International Educational Coordinating Council (UWC
IECC) and a member of the Halton Catholic District School Board and Dufferin-Peel
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Catholic District School Board. Her tireless efforts to find ways to support Ukrainian children
and spread information about the Ukrainian language and culture led to a meeting with Jena
Ball to discuss Song Flight. At that meeting they agreed to bring the Song Flight pilot to the
Josyf Cardinal Slipyj Catholic School in Toronto, Canada.
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